Abstract
consider estimates of the form is 0 by deiinition). Such an estimate is called semi-recursive because it can be updated sequentially by adding extra terms to both the numerator and the denumerator when new observations become available.
The semi-recursive kerne! estimate is defined by a kernet if : IR'' )R+ and a sequence of bandwidths h" > 0 via =
The semi-recursive kernet estimate was in^roduced and investigated, also in variants, by Ahmad and Lin (1976) , Devroye and Wagner (1980b) , Krzyzak and Pawlak (1984) and Greblicki and Pawlak (1987) motivated by a recursive kerne! density estimate due to Wo!verton and Wagner (1969) and Yamato (1971) . Concerning the almost sure convergence of the Li-error of this estimate the most genera! resuit is due to Krzyzak (1992) .
For the non-recursive kerne! estimate (Nadaraya (1964) , Watson (1964) ), where Ki (i = 1,..., n) in (3) is replaced by K" in (4), Devroye and Wagner (1980a) and Spiegelman and Sacks (1980) proved weak universa! consistency under some conditions on the kerne! and the bandwidth sequence.
For a recursive kerne! method introduced by Revesz (1973) strong universal consistency was proved by Györfi and WaJk (1997) .
For the semi-recursive partitioning estimate we are given a sequence of (finite or countab!y infinite) partitions P" = {/l",i, A",2,...} of IR'', where A",i,A"^2,... are Bore! sets. Then put oo >=I One can consider the semi-recursive partitioning estimate for data dependent partitions, too. For the sake of simpücity in this paper we study data independent partitions. Furthermore, in order to ensure that the estimator can be stored in a computationaüy easy way, we require that the partitions are nested.
Definition 4. The sequence of partitions Vn is called nested if the sequence of generated a-algehras •^(^n) " increasing.
If the sequence of partitions V" is nested, then the estimator m" has the additional advantage that it is constant over each cell of Such an estimator can be represented computationaJly by storing the constant denumerator and denominator for each cell.
The (non-recursive) partitioning estimate, where if, (t = 1,..., n) in (3) is replaced by K" in (5), was studied by Devroye and Györfi (1983) and Györfi (1991) .
The aim of this paper is to establish weak and strong universal consistency for the semi-recursive kernel estimate and the semi-recursive partitioning estimate with suitable kernels and bandwidth sequences and suitable sequences of partitions , resp. The results are formulated in section 2, the proofs are given in section 3.
Main result
Let Sx,r denote the closed sphere in IR' with Center i G IR'' and radius 0 < r < oo; for indicator functions the symbol I is used. 
for some 0<a<^<oo, ,0<Ä<oo. Assiime further
Then the kemel estimate is weakly and strongly universally consistent.
Remark. In both cases (trivially in the second case with H = /(O,Ä]) the assumptions in Theorem 1 imply that K > fc/so " for some b>0, Q< R<oo, 
diamA"{z):= sup ||it-i;||-+0 (n-> oo) (10) for each z e JR"* and
t=n for each z e IR'', n 6 IN, then the semi-recvrsive partitioning estimate is weakly and strongly universally consistent.
Proofs
In this section we consider estimates of the form (3) with general Ki(x,z) satisfying 0 < Ki(x, z) < for all i, z e IR*' and aU i 6 IN (12) for some ü^max 6 IR, A^mcx > 1. We give sufficient conditions of universal strong pointwise consistency (Lemma 1), universal weak consbtency (Lemma 2) and universal strong consistency (Lemma
3).
To simplify the notation we use the abbreviation mod fi to indicate that a relation holds for ß -almost all i e IR"*.
for all fi-integrable functions f an IR"* and 
and ftifel)-^^ aimost surely med,.
(16) is a consequence of the Toeplitz theorem, (13) and (14) . In order to prove (17) we set
and (13) implies for some d{x) < oo mod fi. Using (14) and the theorem of Abel-Dini ( see Knopp (1956, p.l25 ,
Therefore EV^ ^ -j^ < oo mod II, n n and the theorem of Kolmogoroff (see Loeve (1963, 16 .3IIA, p.238)) implies (17) . Also (17) implies (18) for Yi = 1. b) The conditions (23) and (22) imply (19) .
Proof. a) Because of the weak universal consistency we have to show that the sequence f(m"(x) -m(x))^/i(dx)
is almost surely convergent. (14) and (18) 
2\U".,{x)\\Y" -7n"(i)| < + 4ii:""(y" -m"(x)y. ^•^max E{ j t/"(x)V(dx)|;r"_,)

1=1
According to Robbins and Siegmund (1971) We are now in the position to prove Theorems 1 and 2. This can be done by verifying (13), (14), (20), (22) and (23).
Proof of Theorem 1.
PROOF OF (13) AND (14)
. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, (13) and (14) 
< ßm'{x) JH (jl^W^idt)
and (20) is proved. 
PROOF OF (22)
Here the formula
valid for all sequences (c") with c" > 0, n > 2, and obtainable by induction, is used, also the properties of K.
The case Kr,(x, z) = K , n e IN, with a/s" " <K< (0 < a < /3 < oo, 0 < Ä < oo), hence without loss of generality K = /5" is treated analogously, but in a slightly simpler way, noticing the above Remark and using h- PROOF OF (23) . One argues as in the proof of Theorem 1.
